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	LASER TECHNOLOGY
	PROFESSIONAL
	MADE AFFORDABLE
	Retractable work trays for convenient tool placement
	The all-new ElettroLaser MS-35 is the ideal machine for goldsmiths and dental technicians who need precision and accuracy for quick welding and finishing operations. It is possible to weld: gold, platinum, chrome-cobalt, steel, palladium, silver with and without the addition of wire.
	NEW
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	COMPACT & POWERFUL
	3D Sprint
	VOTED BEST
	WAX 3D PRINTER
	ProJet MJP 2500W
	Lane 1
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	Tiger3D APEX K Series
	Dual Projectors with full HD resolution
	Square printing area enables more printing volume
	Fastest 3D printing speeds offered through “Single Pixelized Entire Layer Exposure” ( >2cm/hr@100µm )
	Utilizes superior high resolution UV light engine resulting in sharp details and smooth surfaces.
	3D Scan
	3D Print
	Original
	Tiger3D APEX 3D Scanners
	Tiger APEX Series 3D Scanners
	VCC Platinum Casting Machine
	Rotating Burnout Furnaces
	Prime & Altima
	Large clamp compared to previous generation
	Unlimited Mold Memory
	Easy adjustable Z-axis manually
	Capable of eliminating shrinkage
	and model distortion
	Equal weight of wax
	Increased productivity and easy to operate
	Optional RFID tags and reader are available
	New operators can start working from day one
	with already stored parameters
	Strong machine for heavy production
	Quality wax patterns can eliminate time consuming retouches, repairs and
	eliminate air bubbles
	Auto preheating
	X-Y clamp movement for accurate
	clamp pressure point
	Simple to check the parameters
	Prime & Altima Benefits & Features
	Unique Altima Features
	Burn-out Furnaces
	Burn-out Furnaces
	H.
	Stainless Steel WaxTray
	77-0020
	$89.45
	KWS Investment Machines
	Casting Investments
	Platinum Binder Concentrate Dispenser
	Raised Platinum Flask Stand
	St.Louis Investment Mixers
	St.Louis Investment Mixers (continued)
	Vac-U-Vest Investment Mixers
	Vac-U-Vest Investment Mixers are manufactured in England and are available in a range of five Vacuum mixers for all types investment powders for platinum, gold & silver. Eliminates air bubbles from investment slurries, allows consistent mixing, producing consistent quality castings.
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	Vacuum-Controlled Melting Atmosphere
	Built-In Micro-Processor
	Built-In Water Recirculating System
	Centrifugal Coil System
	Rotating Coil System
	Rotating Coil System
	EXCLUSIVE  ROTATING
	COOL  HEATING  SYSTEM
	DUAL -SPECTRUM
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	Flexible Shaft Tools
	Flexible Shaft Tools
	Laser Engravers
	Laser Engravers
	Excellent for silversmiths
	Welding precious metals like platinum, titanium, gold, silver, and palladium
	Repair of antique jewelry
	Repair settings without removing the stones
	Repair of watches and eyewear
	Welding of elements using filler material without the need of additional cleaning
	7” Color touch screen display
	Preloaded tutorials
	Leica 10x stereomicroscope
	Double integrated cooling system
	Internal joystick
	Large welding chamber
	Wi-Fi connection
	Cold white LED light illumination
	Integrated video-cam
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	Automatic Loading System

